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This invention relates to °improvements 
in clean out plugs and has particular refer 
ence to detachable plugs used in connection 
with clean outs on drains ‘ _ 

' The ordinary clean out, used in connec 
tion with drains, consists ofa body in the na 
ture of a hollow cylinder of a Vsuitable size, 
into one end or sideof which is fitted, by a 
screw thread, a brass plug. The body is 
usually made of iron and is caulked into the 
hub of the pipe or trap, leaving the brass 
plug removable for the purpose of cleaning 
the drain or trap. In many cases lthe brass 
plug is lost or broken requiring its replace 
ment. _Since the threaded Aportions of the 
vbody and plug vary somewhat as to their di- 
ameters Vfrom other bodies and plugs, it be 
comes very difficult to 'obtain the size of the 
new plug that will properly _lit the body» 
In manycases it becomes necessary to remove» 
:the old body from .the hub and tou replace it 
with a new body for which the plug is fur 

' , nished, but this replacement of the new body 
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and plug involves much labor and (expense. 
Among the objects therefore of this pres 

ent improvement is ‘to provide a' plug which 
will lit into clean-out bodies of various diam 
eters and which consequently will eliminate 
the necessity for replacingl or renewing the 
body of the clean out when only a new plug 
is'required. This object is attained by pro 
vidinga new plug with an excessive taper 
whereb it will be sure to íit the -threaded 
holes o bodies of various diameters and. to so 
form the thread or threaded surface portion 
of the new plug in a peculiar manner adapt 
ing it to mate in a li uid and gas tight man 
neä with the standar thread ormed on the_ 
bo y.l ` ` 

With the foregoing and other _objects iii’K ' 
.view the invention consists in the arrange' 
ment and combinationof parts hereinafter 
'described and claimed, and while theinven 
tion-isnot restricted to the exact details of,V 
construction ' disclosed , or suggested herein, 
still for the purpose of illustrating ai racti 
calv embodiment thereof, reference is ad tol 
the accompanying drawings in which like ref 
erence characters designate the same "partsy 
in theA several views, and in which-f . , 

Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of our 
improved clean out plug. 

Fig. 2- is an‘eularged sectional or fragmen 
tary diagram indicating the relation of the 
clean out plug threads to the hard metal body 
structure. 

Y Referring now _` more specifically to the 
drawings, we show -atl 10 a clean out plug 
comprising two main parts,-a core 11 of 
any suitable strong ri id metal such as cast 
iron and preferably ollow for cheapness 
and lightness, and a collar 12 'of a softer metal 
such as lead,a mixture of lead and antimony, 
or 'a mixture of lead'and tin, the collar being 
molded or cast upon the periphery ofthe core 
11. The core is preferably formed with 
suitable cavities of any desired formation or 
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nature into which the molten softer metal of \ 
the collar will entenduring the process of 
formation of the collar upon the core. 

It will be noted .that the plug is so 
-70 

formed as to have a greater taper than isl ' 
usually found in clean out plugs'or the like. 
Without intending to be unnecessarily limit 
ed to any particular dimensions in this re 
gard, we suggest that the amount'of taper 
shouldlbe in the proportion of about three 
inches to twelve inches in length of the plug. 
During the formation of the collar 12, a 

thread 14 is cast thereon. _This thread is of 
peculiar formation in that it is of V-sha e 
generally speaking, sharp on top or on tile 
outside, but substantially ñat on the bottom 
or inside at 15 , i  _ ' 

16 indicates a fragment of abody with 
>which' the plugl is adapted to co-operate. 
These bodies are usually formed with stand 
ard‘ threads of the same general character as 
found on _the_p_1ug, that is to say, of V-sha e, 
butA with sharp tops and bottoms. 
amount of taper in thebody opening is mate 
rially ~less >t-hamthat Vofthe plu above de# 
scribed, ' and may be z'ero, an ' Awhile the 
threads 17 ~ of 'the' body are practically uni 
>form or standard, the diameters of the o en 
ings in the Vbodies are by no Vmeans unigdrm 
or standard._I It Will be seen therefore that 
our new plug having an excessive taper may 
readily be drivenor turned into the opening  i I i 

of the body löirrespective of a` considerable 
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variation in diameter of the body opening. 
As shown best in Fig. 2, when the tapered 
plug ís so driven into the body opening, the . 
sharp pointed edges of the threads 17 will bite 
into the flat bottoms l5 of soft metal of the 
plug collar for a number of turns and there-_ 
by insure a tight and reliable connection be 
tween the plug and the body, and, moreover, 
making a connection which is separable from 
time totime as may be required for clean 
out purposes and without disturbing the ef 
fective replacement capability of the plug. 
We claim: ‘ ' 
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a member having a uniform taper through- 
out the length thereof, the thread having a 
broad root of a different diameter than a 
thread to engage same, said member having a 
soft metal body tov permit a new thread to be 
cut into the said root on engaging said mem 
ber with a hard metal threadeddevice, the 
taper of the thread of the soft metal member 
being greater than that of the other member, 
the pitch» of‘the angles of the sides of the 
thread being substantially the same for both 
members. y 

2. ,A closure member of the character set 
forth, including a core of hard metal, a layer 
of soft metal cast uponsaid core, said layer 
being threaded and having a substantially7 
uniform taper throughout the 'length there 
of, said thread having a broad root of a 
different diameter than that of a thread en 
gageable therewith, said broad root permit 
ting a new thread to be cut into said root on 
engagement with a hard metal taper-threaded 
device, the taper of the first mentioned thread 

y being greater than that of the thread of said 
device, the taper of the ñrst mentioned thread 
permitting the closure member to l be used 
with hard metal threaded devices of different 
diameters. . - 

3. In combination, a rust proof clean out 
plus, _ 
rions sizes, 
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4.1;;` the taper of the thread of the 

the >said fittings, the plug having approxl 
mately the same number of threads as the 
fittings, for the purpose set forth. Y 

4. `In combination, a plug having a tapered 
threaded outer surface, "and a member hav 
ing a tapered threaded opening receiving 
said plug and making tight engagement 
therewith only at the engaging threads, the 
taper of the threaded surface of said plug 
being different to a large degree from the ta 
pery of the said opening, substantially as and 
for the purpose set forth. 

5. In combination, a plug having a ta 
pered ¿threaded oute?) surface and a member 
having a tapered threaded openin receiving 
said plu , the taper of the threa ed surface 
of said p ug being substantially different than 
the taper of said opening, said surface having 

65 approximately the same number of threads 
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1. The herein described ñtting comprising _ 
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as said member, whereby said plug may be 
used with members having threaded openings 
of substantially varying sizes. 

6; In combination, a clean-out (plug having 
a threaded outer surface, and a rainage fit 
ting having a tapered threaded openingre 
ceiving said plug, the taper of the threaded 
surface of said plug being greater to a large 
degree than the taper of said opening, where- 'p 
by said plug may be used with fittings having 
threaded openings of various sizes. _ 

7. In combination, a clean-out plug having 

drainage fitting having a tapered threaded 
opening receiving said plug, the taper of the 
thread of the plug ~being much greater than 
that of the said fitting and the plug having 
approximately the same number o threads 
as the latter, whereby said plug may be used 
with fittings of various sizes. 

8. In draina e members having threaded 
openings of su stantially varyingsizes, the 
combination with one of said drainage mem# 
bers, of a rustless threaded clean-out plug 
therefor, the taper of the thread of the plug 
being substantially greater than thatrof the 

 a tapered threaded outer surface, and a z 
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member, and having approximately the same ' 
number'of threads as the latter, as and for 
the purpose set forth. 

tures. 
" FREDERICK J. MERSFELDER. 
PAUL BALZE. f . 

and threaded drainage fittings of va- V 

plug being considerably greater than that of ' 

In testimony whereof we affix our signa, 95 v. 
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